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WASHINGTON: American businesses remain optimistic about their re-
covery from the pandemic, but a Federal Reserve report shows supply
disruptions and labor shortages have begun to boost prices and crimp
output. The survey of firms nationwide released Wednesday gave a gen-
erally upbeat view of the US economy’s comeback from the turmoil cre-
ated by COVID-19, helped by vaccinations that have allowed a broad
return to normal business.

However, the experiences reported in the “beige book” survey of
economic conditions also highlight the bumpy road companies face as
they try to ramp up. The widespread access to COVID-19 vaccinations
contributed to the “somewhat faster rate” of economic expansion in re-
cent weeks, the Fed, but “significant supply chain challenges continued
to disrupt production.”

While hiring increased in most of the Fed’s 12 regions, employers con-
tinued to struggle to fill open positions, which “prevented some firms
from increasing output” and in a few cases forced cuts in hours of oper-
ation. The report, prepared ahead of the Fed’s next policy meeting June
14-15, likely will intensify worries about how the central bank will respond
to rising prices.

Fed officials have repeatedly stressed that price spikes are expected
to be temporary, largely due to the rebound from the sharp declines in
the early stage of the pandemic last year and to hiccups in restarting the
economy and supply chains. The Fed’s preferred inflation measure
jumped 3.6 percent in April compared to a year earlier, but officials re-
main confident the rate will drop closer to two percent in coming months.

Investors are worried the price pressures will oblige the central
bank to tap the brakes on its easy money policies, despite assurances

from Fed policymakers that they have no plans to pull back on their
stimulative bond-buying program or raise borrowing rates. While the
beige book notes that selling prices increased only moderately, “input
costs rose more briskly,” and increased across the board, intensified
by supply issues.

However, strong demand allowed some businesses to pass much of
the cost increases along to their customers.

Wage mismatch 
Meanwhile, hiring challenges were seen nationwide, and the Fed

noted that “a growing number of firms offered signing bonuses and in-
creased starting wages to attract and retain workers.” While some busi-
ness groups have blamed increased jobless benefits for undercutting
employers, many analysts point to difficulties with accessing schooling
and childcare as key issues keeping some workers on the sidelines.

In a blog post Wednesday, former White House economists Jason
Furman and Wilson Powell said a combination of factors were driving
the labor shortages.  “One of the major sources of lagging supply was
likely that workers have not returned to jobs as quickly as employers
have opened up new jobs,” they said. But the Fed survey also reflected
a wage mismatch between workers and employers.

In the Minneapolis district, “A Minnesota staffing firm with multiple
offices said every location had at least 100 job openings.” However, “Job
service contacts reported low wages as a moderate or significant barrier
keeping job seekers from taking available jobs.”

And in Cleveland, one staffing company “turned away prospective
clients that offered starting wages of less than $13 per-hour because he

will not be able to find anyone at that wage.”
Economist Diane Swonk of Grant Thornton said the beige book

showed demand continues to improve faster than supply. “It’s going to
be a hot summer for prices and wages-real test is whether we see short-
ages persist,” she said on Twitter. —AFP

Supply bottlenecks and worker 
shortage challenge US recovery

American businesses remain optimistic despite Fed warning

WASHINGTON: A survey of firms in the US released Wednesday gave a gen-
erally upbeat view of the economy’s comeback from the turmoil created by
COVID-19. —AFP

Yellen calls for 
standardizing 
green investments
WASHINGTON: US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen called yes-
terday for clear standardized systems of measuring green invest-
ments, as countries strive to meet their climate goals. Environmental,
social and governance (ESG) fund assets have grown from $10 bil-
lion in 2015 to $246 billion in March 2021, she said. Yellen urged
global partners to “unlock progress towards greater ESG clarity
and transparency so these investments can play a key role in closing
the infrastructure gap and lowering global emissions.”

“Poor quality or availability of ESG data and lack of stan-
dardized ESG metrics are often cited as barriers to further de-
ployment of sustainable finance,” she said, addressing a meeting
of G20 member states convened to discuss infrastructure invest-
ment. She said a lack of clear measurement could lead to “green
washing,” the practice of exaggerating environmental and emis-
sions measures to appear more climate friendly and attract in-
vestors. Yellen added that the G20 was not only working to
develop indicators that incorporate ESG considerations but also
“resilience and life cycle cost.” Sustainability-linked debt is-
suances “have grown at an annualized rate of 60 percent over
the last eight years,” Yellen said, deeming it essential to “do
more.” “In order to mobilize additional investments into clean in-
frastructure, investors are demanding clear and comparable ESG
data and metrics,” she said. —AFP

Oil builds on gains on
bullish demand hopes
NEW YORK: Oil prices extended their rally Wednesday on
growing expectations for demand as the global economy re-
covers, while equities rose in Europe and edged higher in the
United States. Crude futures in New York closed at $68.83 a
barrel, their highest level since October 2018, while futures in
London climbed to their highest level since May 2019. The rally
comes a day after the so-called OPEC+ group confirmed its
production plan amid optimism of increased consumption in a
reopening global economy. 

On Tuesday, OPEC+ agreed to continue lifting output in
July, having started slowly doing so in early May. “The demand
picture has shown clear signs of improvement,” said Saudi En-
ergy Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman.

But not everyone is sold yet on this bullish demand picture.
“The jury is still very much out on just how fast oil demand

will recover,” said a note from Louise Dickson, oil market an-
alyst at Rystad Energy.  “The prevailing market expectation is
that oil consumption will outpace supply by summer, but the
demand euphoria is still receiving daily doses of reality as
COVID-19 cases are boundlessly spreading in India and other
parts of Asia.

The bump in oil has given a fillip to energy firms, though
broader US stock markets have struggled to advance much.
Major US indices eked out gains, with energy equities the
biggest winner, while health, industrial and materials sectors
all pulled back.

Investors have been torn between optimism over the recov-

ering economy and worries over higher inflation. “We’re in a
bit of a holding pattern, where the major indices remain just
below all-time highs but the momentum hasn’t been there for
a test of those levels,” TD Ameritrade market strategist JJ Ki-
nahan said in a trading note.

“It’s understandable, really, when you consider the possible
ramifications of the data coming up not just this week with jobs
but next week with May consumer prices,” he added. In Eu-
rope, London, Paris and Frankfurt indices all rose, with the
CAC 40 in Paris hitting its highest closing level this year.

Tokyo, Sydney, Seoul, Taipei and Jakarta all rose, with
Manila surging more than three percent on reports the gov-
ernment plans to ease some containment measures. However,
Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Mumbai, Bangkok and
Wellington dipped. —AFP


